Abstract. The agricultural data classification is a hot topic in the field of precision agriculture. Support vector machine (SVM) is a kind of structural risk minimization based learning algorithms. As a popular machine learning algorithm, SVM has been widely used in many fields such as information retrieval and text classification in the last decade. In this paper, SVM is introduced to classify the agricultural data. An experimental evaluation of different methods is carried out on the public agricultural dataset. Experimental results show that the SVM algorithm outperforms two popular algorithms, i.e., naive bayes and artificial neural network in terms of the F 1 measure.
Introduction
As a very promising field with a huge growth potential, agricultural data classification is a hot topic in the agriculture and computer science communities. In recent years, many popular algorithms in the machine learning field have been applied in the agricultural data classification, such as decision tree [1] , kNN [2] , artificial neural network [3, 4] , etc. Support vector machine (SVM) [5, 6] , introduced by Vapnik and Chervonenkis in 1971, is a machine learning algorithm based on statistical learning theory. By using nonlinear kernel functions, SVM can map original input data into a high dimensional feature space to seek a separate hyperplane, and then it can perform classification by using the constructed N-dimensional hyperplane that optimally separates the data into two categories. For the past few years, SVM has been widely used in different fields and it can obtain high performance in many real world classification applications such as image retrieval [7] , cancer recognition [8] , text classification [9, 10] and credit scoring [11] [12] [13] .
In this paper, SVM is introduced to classify the agricultural data. Experiments on real agricultural dataset have been conducted and the experimental results indicate that the SVM algorithm outperforms two popular algorithms, i.e., naive bayes and artificial neural network in terms of the F 1 measure. Thus, SVM is an effective method for agricultural data classification.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction of SVM in detail. Section 3 reports and discusses the experimental results and finally Section 4 states the conclusions of our work.
SVM
As a popular machine learning algorithm, SVM is a new generation learning system based on recent advances in statistical learning theory. It realizes the theory of VC dimension and principle of structural risk minimum to constitute an objective function and then find a partition hyperplane that can satisfy the class requirement. The basic idea of SVM can be described as follows. Firstly, search an optimal hyperplane satisfies the request of classification. Secondly, use a certain algorithm to make the margin of the separation beside the optimal hyperplane maximum while ensuring the accuracy of correct classification. Then, the separable data can be classified into classes effectively [6] . As a kind of structural risk minimization based learning algorithms, SVM have better generalization abilities comparing to other traditional empirical risk minimization based learning algorithms. An illustration of the SVM is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. An illustration of SVM
In a SVM classifier, let the training set be {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), …, (x n , y n )}, where x i is an input vector and y i its label. The partition hyperplane can be defined as [6] 
where b is the offset of hyperplane;  is the normal vector of the partition hyperplane. A partition hyperplane to make the bilateral blank area, i.e., 2/ || ||  , maximum must be found to make the partition hyperplane as far from the point in training dataset as possible, which can be defined as follows.
A constraint condition must be met, which is defined as follows.
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The lagrange function can be defined as:
Subject to the following two conditions, i.e., 
The optimal class function can be defined as follows.
An important advantage of SVM is that it can be analyzed theoretically using concepts from computational learning theory, and obtain state-of-the-art performance. Recently, it has also been applied to a number of real-world problems such as handwritten characters recognition, information retrieval and the classification of biomedical data. In this paper, SVM is introduced to classify the agricultural data for improving the classification performance of agricultural data.
Experimental Results
To study the effectiveness of the SVM method for agricultural classification, we test it on agricultural data in this section. One agricultural dataset obtained from agricultural researchers in New Zealand, i.e., the white-clover dataset [14] , is used in experiment. The objective of the white-clover dataset is to determine the mechanisms which influence the persistence of white clover populations in summer dry hill land.
We used the F 1 measure to evaluate the performance of algorithm. A confusion matrix contains information about actual and predicted classifications done by a classification system. The table 1 shows confusion matrix for two class classifier [15] . 
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Several standard terms can be defined for the two class matrix. The recall is the proportion of positive patterns that were correctly identified, as calculated using the equation:
Precision is the proportion of the predicted positive patterns that were correct, as calculated using the equation:
Then, the performance of the classification can be evaluated in terms of F 1 measure.
For SVM, we used the LIBSVM [16] for SVM implementation and set linear function as default kernel function of SVM. To evaluate the effectiveness of SVM in agricultural data classification, two popular algorithms, i.e., naive bayes [17] and artificial neural network [18] , are implemented and used as benchmarks for comparison. Performance is evaluated by 10-fold cross validation. Fig. 2 shows the classification results of SVM, naive bayes and artificial neural network in terms of F 1 measure on the dataset. The F 1 value of SVM is 67.3%, which is approximately 6.9% higher than that of naive bayes algorithm and 4.8% higher than that of artificial neural network algorithm. 
Conclusion
The classification of agricultural data is an important application of information technology in agriculture. SVM is a powerful state-of-the-art classifier and has been applied in many fields. In this paper, SVM is introduced to classify the agricultural data for improving the classification performance. The experimental results show that the SVM is an effective method for classification of agricultural data.
